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Executive Summary 
 
Fiscal Year (FY) 2010 (July 2009-June 2010) was an extraordinary year for the World Bank 
Group. While the world economy was slowly emerging from the global financial crisis, the 
turnaround remained fragile and uneven. The World Bank Group played a historically large role 
to protect the poor and lay the foundation for recovery by sharpening the institution’s strategic 
focus, strengthening its products and services, modernizing its governance structure, as well as 
approving unprecedented levels of Bank Group assistance for developing countries.  
 
Our Constituency Office put its efforts  into sharpening the Bank’s post-crisis strategy, arriving 
at a consensus on the second phase of voice reform and capital increase, and enhancing the 
Bank Group’s operational effectiveness. We also represented the interests of our members at 
both the Board level and with Bank staff and assisted our members in their relations with the 
Bank Group.  
 
In FY10, our office continued to monitor implementation of the Bank’s poverty reduction 
mandate and the effectiveness of the Bank Group through accountability units. Significant 
developments in FY10 for these processes included: the appointment of a new head of the 
Internal Audit Department (IAD); and the Integrity Vice Presidency (INT) developing an 
international network with other development agencies to recognize and mutually enforce 
penalties for fraud and corruption (‘cross debarment’). In addition, the office liaised with INT, 
IAD and Inspection Panel on several matters directly affecting constituency members.   
 
The IEG produced its first World Bank Group-wide ‘Results and Performance’ report, which 
replaced its Annual Review of Development Effectiveness. On results, IEG found that project 
performance as measured against stated objectives declined somewhat among projects exiting 
the World Bank portfolio in the past three years, although outcomes remain higher than a 
decade ago. Current performance has fallen relative to long-term trends in areas such as health, 
nutrition, and population and transport.   
 
The International Finance Corporation’s (IFC) project performance measured against market-
based benchmarks was stable.  While both the Bank and IFC increased the share of lending to 
International Development Association (IDA) countries overall, relative outcomes of projects in 
fragile states at the World Bank have deteriorated.  
 
In the course of our work, we have tried to raise the profile of several areas that we consider to 
be important priorities. These areas are development challenges in small states; Bank Group 
internal governance structure and the accountability framework reforms; the Bank’s role on the 
increasingly important development issues, such as financial inclusion, climate change, gender 
and domestic resource mobilization; and Bank cooperation with G20. We have had success on 
raising the profile of small state issues. For example, there is now improved IFC engagement in 
Pacific Island countries; steps have been made towards the development of individual country 
strategies; and we have supported the development of a separate World Development Indicators 
booklet for statistics on Small States. 
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In our work at the Board and with Management, the Constituency Office has produced balanced 
and consistent messages on the WBG’s policy issues based upon the economic, social, 
geographic, and cultural diversity in our constituency. We have actively worked with other 
Executive Directors through close consultations on topics of common interest and issuance of 
collective written statements to effectively deliver our opinion and reflect it in the Bank Group 
policies.  
 
Some of our office work highlights include high level of consultation with constituency members; 
providing input to the voice presentation negotiation; serving as a contact point for the WBG 
with the G20: supporting Korea’s efforts to better reflect development issues on the G20 agenda; 
creating an additional advisor position in the office; participating in Bank-government meetings 
in Mongolia and Cambodia; participating of a regional member in the voice secondment 
program; pushing for improved coordination of country visits in the Pacific region; providing 
logistical support to Samoa in its East Asia and Pacific Region’s Borrower Representative to the 
IDA16 replenishment negotiations;   contributing to the formation of a Steering Committee of the 
Global Agriculture and Food Security Program (GAFSP) and selection of Mongolia as the East 
Asia and Pacific Region’s Recipient Country Representative on the board of the trust fund; and 
finally assisting to shepherd Tuvalu’s application to join the Bank. 
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Constituency Office Matters 
 
During FY10, the Constituency Office put its efforts into the development of the Bank Group’s 
new Post Crisis strategy, Phase 2 of Voice and Participation Reform, advancing internal 
governance reform and supporting efforts to improve Bank performance. The office also 
represented the interests of our members at both the Board level and with Bank staff, and 
assisted our members in their relations with the Bank Group.  
 
Travel 
 
During FY10, our office visited all constituency countries and consulted authorities at regional 
meetings (see Annex 6).  Given time constraints and Board commitments in the Executive 
Director’s (ED) and Alternate Executive Director’s (AED) schedules, Dr. Hagan asked Senior 
Advisors and Advisors to undertake some of the consultations on his behalf.  This practice has 
proved very beneficial as staff see firsthand the needs and economic constraints of our 
constituency developing countries.   
 
Our office also travelled to other countries to attend various annual meetings, including DC 
Deputies in Paris, France; IDA 16 Replenishments in Paris, France, and Bamako, Mali; ADB 
Annual Meetings in Tashkent, Uzbekistan; and EDs’ Group Travel to the Philippines, Thailand, 
Tonga. 
 
Communications 
 
We continued our efforts to improve communications with our constituency members, especially 
our developing country members.  We reported electronically on Board matters and posted 
regular updates on our office website to facilitate the interests of civil society. We continued to 
issue Office Newsletters and Constituency Information Notes (CIN) (see Annex 5). The Office 
Newsletter summarizes the key policy developments at the Bank, use of Bank resources, and 
voice issues to government officials every quarter while the CIN provides detailed information 
on topics of particular interest to our member countries to supplement information provided in 
the regular Office Newsletters.   
 
Meetings with Non-Government Organizations (NGOs)/Parliament 
 
One aspect of the Constituency Office work is to meet with NGOs and Parliamentarians to 
discuss issues that are coming for discussion to the Board or are of interest to their countries. 
 

Among those we have met this year were Mr. Bob McMullan, Parliamentary Secretary for 
International Development Assistance from Australia; Mr. John Brumby, Premier of Victoria; a 
number of senior Korean officials from Presidential Committee for the G20 Summit; and a 
Mongolian Parliamentary group.  We also met officials from Results Australia, Oxfam Australia 
and from the Bank Information Center as well as community representatives from South Africa. 
We  joined  several  meetings hosted by eminent  private  research institutions [Brookings, 
Center for Global Development (CGD), Center  of  Concern  and  World Resource Institute 
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(WRI)]  to  discuss  current  issues  such  as  aid for  trade  and  climate change financing (see 
Annex 7). 
 
Contact Point for the G20 

As the global economic crisis unfolded, the G20 assumed an increasingly active role on global 
economic issues, culminating in leaders designating the G20 as “the premier forum for our 
international economic cooperation” during their Pittsburg Summit. Our office has encouraged 
Management to collaborate with G20 in the process of agenda setting and its discussion to better 
reflect development issues at the upcoming G20 Summit. President Zoellick has been a strong 
supporter of Bank engagement with G20.  

Two of our largest constituency members - Australia and Korea are G20 members and, this year, 
Korea is the chair of the G20. Our office has served as a contact point for the World Bank with 
the G20. Our office has been supporting Korea’s efforts to better reflect development issues on 
the G20 agenda. As a part of our efforts, we facilitated the successful hosting of the Korea-World 
Bank High Level Conference on “Post-Crisis Growth and Development” held on June 4, 2010 in 
Busan, Korea. Our office will continue to work closely with Korea and the WB to make the 
Seoul Summit a success.  

IDA16 Replenishment – Logistical Support 
 
Our office facilitated the selection of Samoa to be the East Asia and Pacific Region’s Borrower 
Representative from our IDA recipient countries in the IDA16 replenishment negotiations.  We 
provided the Borrower Representative with briefings on discussion papers and talking points for 
intervention at the IDA Replenishment Meetings held in Paris, France, in March 2010 and 
Bamako, Mali, in June 2010. In addition, office staff attended these meetings as observers. In 
IDA15, the Borrower Representative was Mongolia.    
 
Global Agriculture and Food Security Program (GAFSP) 
 
The Global Agriculture and Food Security Program (GAFSP) is a multilateral mechanism to 
assist agricultural development and food security in low-income IDA countries. GAFSP was 
officially  launched  on April 22, 2010 under  the  round  of  pledges  by  the G8 and G20. Our 
office was actively involved at the Board discussion on the GAFSP framework approved by the 
Board on January 12, 2010, subject to revisions accepted on February 25.  Our office supported 
Korea joining as a donor with the United States, Canada, Spain and Gates Foundation. 
      
Our office also contributed to the formation of a Steering Committee of the GASFP.  Mongolia 
was selected as the East Asia and Pacific Region’s Recipient Country Representative from our 
IDA countries on the board of the trust fund.  Office staff attended the first two meetings of the 
Steering Committee on behalf of Mongolia.   
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Voice Secondment Program (VSP) 
  
Our office continues to support the Voice Secondment Program (VSP) for developing country 
officials. We informed eligible constituency members about developments in this program and 
solicited applications from them for FY10 and FY11.   
 
Mr. Willie Rex Semeno from Vanuatu participated in the sixth cohort of the VSP.  He was 
assigned to the East Asia and Pacific Region - PREM Unit.  He also joined our Constituency 
Office for two weeks where he was able to observe the role of the Board and how our office 
works. 
 
New Member - Tuvalu 
 
Our office, together with our International Monetary Fund (IMF) office, has provided assistance 
in Tuvalu’s application to join the Bank and IMF as a number of our constituency members have 
similar socio-economic issues, cultural traditions and close bilateral relations with Tuvalu. 
 
On June 24, 2010, the World Bank Group welcomed Tuvalu as its newest member. H.E. Lotoala 
Metia, Tuvalu’s Minister of Finance signed the Articles of Agreement of the International Bank 
for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD) and the International Development Association 
(IDA). 
 
Dr. Hagan was invited to attend the signing ceremony as he has informally represented Tuvalu’s 
interest at the Board during the last year.  Together with the IMF ED, he has canvassed 
constituency member countries on the possibility of Tuvalu joining our constituency. 
 
Office Staffing 
 
During FY10, our office continued to be staffed for the most part by 11 staff, including the ED, 
AED, two Senior Advisors, four Advisors and three Administrative Assistants. 
 
Our office had staff changes: 

- Mr. Matt Dalzell, Senior Advisor, from New Zealand left in August 2009 and was 
replaced by Ms. Cat Moody, also from New Zealand; and 

- Mr. Jae Hwan Kim, Advisor, from Korea left in December 2009 and was replaced by Mr. 
Hoan Uk Joo, also from Korea, who started in August 2009. 

 
In October 2009, Dr. Hagan, in response to requests by our developing country members to 
enhance their capacity building as well as to increase their knowledge of the World Bank, 
decided to fill a vacant Advisor position through a competitive process.  Since Mr. Houenipwela, 
Senior Advisor, had to leave at the end of May, a few months before the end of his term, Dr. 
Hagan called for nominations to fill both the Advisor and Senior Advisor positions from the one 
process.   
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After careful consideration and review of all candidates, both officials have been selected.  
Messrs. Manu Momo from Papua New Guinea as Senior Advisor, and Sopheap Chan from 
Cambodia as Advisor, started work on August 2 and 9, respectively. 
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Constituency Office Contributions to the Board 
 
FY10 has been an extraordinary year for the WBG Board of Executive Directors. While the 
world economy was slowly emerging from the global financial crisis, the turnaround is still 
fragile and uneven with significant risks. The Executive Directors supported the WBG’s efforts 
to play a historically large role to protect the poor and lay the foundation for recovery by 
sharpening the institution’s strategic focus, strengthening its products and services, and 
modernizing its governance structure. As well, the Board approved $72.2 billion in assistance, an 
unprecedented level of Bank Group assistance for developing countries.  
 
In our work at the Board and with Management the Constituency Office has produced balanced 
and consistent messages on the WBG’s policy issues based upon the economic, social, 
geographic, and cultural diversity in our constituency. We have promoted good relationships 
between the constituency countries and the Bank including joint office/Bank visits to Solomon 
Islands, Kiribati, Mongolia and Cambodia. We have actively worked with other Executive 
Directors through close consultations on topics of common interest and issuance of collective 
written statements to effectively deliver our opinion and reflect it in the Bank Group policies.  
 
We put our efforts into sharpening Bank post-crisis strategy, arriving at a consensus on the 
second phase of voice reform and capital increase and enhancing the Bank Group’s operational 
effectiveness. The office provided input to DC Deputies during the voice negotiations. In the 
course of discussions, we have continued working to enhance representation of the interests of 
our members at both the Board level and with Bank staff.  
 
In FY10, we continued to monitor implementation of the Bank’s poverty reduction mandate. The 
Board reviewed country-owned poverty reduction strategies, also known as Poverty Reduction 
Strategy Papers (PRSPs). PRSPs lay out a country’s own poverty reduction strategy and specify 
the policies, programs and resources needed to achieve development and poverty reduction 
goals. The PRSP process aims at fostering an open and inclusive national dialogue among 
stakeholders to ensure effective participation and ownership of the strategy. In FY10, the Board 
considered nine country PRSPs and three country PRSP Progress Reports.  
 
With regard to the Bank Group’s work at the country level, during FY10, we reviewed 28 
Country Assistance Strategies (CASs), Country Partnership Strategies (CPSs) and other CAS 
products [Joint Assistance Strategies (JAS), CAS Progress Reports, and Interim Strategy Notes 
(ISN)], and approved with the other Executive Directors $44.2 billion in IBRD lending, $14.5 
billion in IDA commitments, $12 billion in IFC financing, and $1.5 billion in MIGA guarantees.  
 
Improvement in Oversight 
 
The Office monitored the effectiveness of the Bank Group through accountability units: 

• IEG- development effectiveness; 
• INT-fraud and corruption in Bank projects; 
• CAO-stakeholder guidance in IFC/MIGA projects; 
• Inspection Panel-stakeholder guidance in IBRD/IDA projects, and 
• Internal Auditor-in house services for the Bank Group. 
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Significant developments in FY10 for these processes included: IEG conducting a review of 
Bank environmental and social safeguards; the appointment of a new head of IAD; INT 
developing an international network with other development agencies to recognize and mutually 
enforce penalties for fraud and corruption (‘cross debarment’). In addition, the office liaised with 
INT, IAD and Inspection Panel on several matters directly affecting constituency members.  
   
Office Priorities 
 
In the course of our work, we have tried to raise the profile of several areas that we consider to 
be important priorities.   
 
First, we continue to draw Board and Management attention to the development challenges in 
small states.  There has been some progress including expanded IFC engagement in Pacific 
Island countries, and moving towards the development of individual country strategies. We have 
had limited success in increasing MIGA involvement in the region, although MIGA is 
establishing a regional office in Hong Kong in FY11. The WBG also increased its staffing 
presence across the region. We have worked to reflect the small island contexts in our Board 
discussion on the WBG strategic directions and operations as well as in the flagship Bank 
publications, especially in the Doing Business report and World Development Indicators (WDI).  
Our office was quite instrumental in pushing for development of a separate WDI booklet for the 
statistics on small states which began in 2009.   
 
We have been actively pushing for the WBG to look at the Pacific from a strategic viewpoint. 
That has resulted in the Bank taking more active interest in the Pacific as a whole.  In recent 
months, the Bank has started thinking about producing specific country assistance strategies for 
each of the Pacific countries.  Such strategies would set out the Bank Group’s engagement with 
these countries to engage in trusted dialogue, and to deliver good quality, timely assistance of the 
type the countries would most value.  Our office has also been very active in the preparation of 
the Pacific Seminar and the Small States Forum for the Annual Meetings of the WB.  
Additionally, our office has been actively forging alliances among Executive Directors 
representing various regions on small state issues which has led to issuing joint Board statements 
on matters affecting small states or thematic issues such as climate change. 
 
During the Board discussion on a pilot IDA Crisis Response Window of $1.3 billion to help IDA 
countries hardly affected by the financial crisis, we were successful in having the arrangements 
reflect the interests of small countries in setting up the country envelopes.  
 
One of our frustrations was the slowness of the project pipeline in Pacific countries. We also 
pushed the Bank Group regarding delivery of IDA pipeline. Management has undertaken to do 
better in FY11.   
 
Second, the Constituency Office has been actively involved in ongoing Board discussion of a 
series of reforms to the internal governance structure and the accountability framework. 
Executive Directors have emphasized the importance of an open, merit-based and transparent 
process for the selection of the World Bank President as well as strengthening Board oversight 
through a review of oversight units and enhanced performance reporting. During FY11, the 
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Board will further clarify the relationships among shareholders, the Board, and Management to 
enhance stewardship of the institution and strengthen overall Bank Group corporate governance 
and put forward proposals for strengthening corporate governance and accountability for the 
WBG at the 2010 Annual Meetings. While there has been progress in improving governance of 
the WBG, the complexity of the organizations and diversity of stakeholder interests mean that 
governance reform is likely to remain a priority for some time.  
 
Third, our office has continued to encourage the Bank to strengthen its role on the increasingly 
important development issues such as financial inclusion, climate change, gender, and domestic 
resource mobilization. We emphasized the importance of broadening access to finance for the 
poor and small medium enterprises, and strengthening Bank’s engagement in climate change 
issues along with better collaboration with other Multilateral Development Banks (MDBs), 
NGOs and international groups, including G8 and G20.  
 
Our office has continued its support to the Bank’s effort on integrating gender into the Bank’s 
programs. During the Board discussion on the WBG Gender Action Plan: A Three-Year Road 
Map for Gender Mainstreaming (2011-2013), we emphasized the need for more and better 
gender analysis and programs in designing CASs. Separately, President Zoellick confirmed that 
the 2012 World Development Report (WDR) will focus on gender in development. We  have 
also highlighted the  need for enhancing domestic resource mobilization  and  the Bank’s  
proactive  role  in our  discussion  of  Millennium Development Goals’ (MDGs) progress  and  
the Bank  operation  at  regional and country level. 
 
Fourth, at the Board level, increasing Bank involvement with G20 underlines the importance of 
consistent outreach to non-G20 members. The issue at the Board is often expressed in terms of 
exclusion of non-G20 members and the diversion of Bank resources. We continue to advocate 
Bank cooperation with G20 and sharing of its contributions with all Bank members. Current 
practice is that Bank management to share all written contributions to G20 process with the 
wider Board ahead of G20 meetings and debrief the Board after the G20 meetings. The Bank 
also contributes to other 'G' groupings, including those involving developing countries (eg G77). 
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Major Policy Issues within the Bank Group  
 
This section sets out the major policy issues that the WBG has faced over the last year. It 
includes a discussion of the voice and governance reforms and the evolving financial framework 
for the Bank. It also discusses some of the key operational changes in the Bank which support 
policy delivery such as decentralization and adjustments to the Human Resources frameworks, 
and changes in the focus of the Institutional Integrity Department and Internal Audit Department.  

Voice and Governance 
 
Our office has been closely monitoring the progress of the Voice and Participation reforms of 
IBRD and IFC.  Reforms to enhance the voice and participation of Developing and Transition 
Countries (DTCs) at the WBG have been under discussion for over two years. Following on 
from the commitments made by the Development Committee in Istanbul, Governors agreed 
further Voice reforms at the Spring Meetings in April 2010. The table below sets out a summary 
of the voice reform progress. 
 

IBRD/IFC 

 
 
 
 

Voice Reform – 
Phase 1 

 
Comments 

 
Expected Timeline 

 

Phase 1 increases DTC voting power in 
IBRD from 42.6 percent to 44.1 percent and 
increases Basic Votes to 5.55 percent of total 
votes. This proposed amendment of the 
IBRD Articles of Agreement has been 
approved by the 
Board of Governors and has been transmitted 
to all members for acceptance. 

  Currently, acceptances have been 
  received from over 80 percent of members     
  representing nearly 70 percent of total voting   
  power. While this meets the required three-fifths  
  of members, more acceptances are needed to   
  reach the requirement of 85 percent of the total  
  voting power.  
  The US, which currently has 16.36 percent of  
  the voting power, will satisfy the requirement to  
  vote in favor of Phase 1, however, they need to  
  go through internal legislative processes which  
  may not occur until late in calendar year 2010. 

 

Phase 1 created an additional Executive 
Director Chair for the Sub-Saharan Africa 
(SSA) on the WBG Boards for IBRD, IDA, 
IFC and MIGA. 

  The third SSA Executive Director will be   
  elected in October 2010. 

 

Voice Reform – 
Phase 2 

Phase 2 of Voice Reforms results in an 
increase in voting power for DTCs of 3.13 
percent, bringing DTC voting power to 47.19 
percent. For IFC, there is an increase in DTC 
voting power from the current 33.4 percent 
to 39.48 percent, through an increase in basic 
votes and a selective capital increase. 
Amendment of the IBRD Articles has been 
approved by the Board of Governors and has 
been transmitted to all members for 
acceptance. 
Phase 2 also includes Institutional Reforms.  

  The deadline on the vote with Governors is    
  September 9, 2010. However, delays in approval  
  are expected and the working assumption is that    
  full agreement will be received no later than Spring  
  2011. 
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New Strategy 
 
After the worst economic crisis in decades, President Zoellick argues that the Bank Group is now 
in a new, fast-evolving multipolar world economy – in which some developing countries are 
emerging as economic powers; others are moving towards becoming additional poles of growth; 
and some are struggling to attain their potential within this new system. In such a changing 
world, the Bank Group has been trying to transform itself to “a new World Bank Group” that is 
strategically focused where it can add most value based on the lessons from the crisis response.  
 
During the 2010 Spring Meetings, post-crisis strategic directions for the Bank were established. 
These are focusing on the poor and vulnerable; creating opportunities for growth; promoting 
global collective action; strengthening governance; and preparing for crises. Our office put effort 
into reflecting our Capitals’ opinions in sharpening the Bank’s post-crisis directions through 
actively engaging in discussion at the Board and with other Executive Directors.   
 
The Bank Group has been also implementing a comprehensive internal reform package which 
includes successfully completing a piloting of risk based investment lending, refreshing financial 
instruments, knowledge services and its matrix structure, and reforming the service delivery 
model, human resources, information technology investment lending, and budget processes to 
support the WBG post-crisis directions. Our office is closely monitoring the progress of these 
reforms to ensure successful implementation in light of what this would mean for the developing 
countries in our constituency. 

 
Medium-Term Strategic and Financial Framework 
 
Our office continues to work with the Budget Advisors Group in conjunction with the 
Management Finance Team in their ongoing efforts to improve the Medium-Term Strategy 
Framework (MTSF).  This office, including several other Executive Directors, has been calling 
over the past several years for a better alignment of the Budget with strategic priorities, and on 
linking revenues and expenditures. 
 
We are happy to report that Management has responded positively to this call, and in FY10 
presented to the Board a vastly improved MTSF. The new MTSF structure integrates, for the 
first time, the revenue and expenses of IBRD and IDA.  It also shows the sources and uses of 
funding, specific components of the IBRD administrative expenditures, and the uses of IBRD’s 
net income.  Management has agreed with the Board to a periodical update and review of the 
IBRD/IDA Revenue and Expenditure table by the Budget and Audit Committees.   
 
This office will continue working with Management under the Budget Advisors Thematic Group 
to encourage both IFC and MIGA to follow the direction the Bank has taken as these two 
institutions have yet to integrate revenue and expenditure in their budget framework. 
 
In terms of the planning cycle, the MTSF covers FY11-13.  The alignment efforts in this 
planning cycle are mainly driven by two factors:  (i) the five strategic priorities guiding post-
crisis directions and the elements of the internal reforms agenda; and (ii) sustaining efforts on 
work program priorities established in previous planning cycles.  There are significant overlaps 
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between these two factors. In FY10 Strategy Framework, Management organized work program 
needs in the following categories:  responding to the global financial and economic crisis; and 
maintaining momentum on high priority items, such as IDA and fragile states, and key sectors 
such as infrastructure, trade and social services. Budget was also allocated to critical business 
improvements in Knowledge & Learning including supporting information management 
technology, and critical ad hoc activities such as the head quarter real estate strategy.  These 
work program choices and reform efforts are consistent with the emerging post-crisis directions 
and initial investments in key internal reforms. 
 
Resources are moved from lower to higher priority areas using two processes. First, the revenue 
from an internal “tax” on business units is distributed to high priority activities, in line with the 
post-crisis strategy. Second, managers are expected to reallocate their budget allocations to meet 
priorities. Management retained a flexibility band of two percent to manage unexpected events, 
as well as a contingency fund. The test going forward will be how managers reconcile budgetary 
pressures with priorities. Several key themes emerged this year from the Board discussion on the 
final Budget document.  One theme is the notion of managing spending priorities within a flat 
budget environment.  Even though the new planning directions have been received with much 
appreciation, there have been questions about the credibility of the budget in terms of managing 
spending priorities within a flat budget environment in a rising cost structure.  These doubts have 
come about as a result of the ongoing internal reform carried out by the World Bank Group 
around decentralization and human resources, information technology and investment lending, to 
name a few. All of these involve significant resources.   There have also been concerns about the 
need for managing trade-offs within the various Regional Vice President Units, and the need to 
prioritize work programs is now becoming more critical. 
   
Our office intends to remain engaged on this issue as the Executive Director and our 
budget/audit teams consider it to be a significant factor in the quality of service delivery to client 
countries.  
 
IBRD Capital Increase  
 
During the past year, the Bank completed negotiations on a General Capital Increase (GCI) for 
the IBRD aimed at enhancing IBRD's financial capacity. This was required after the Bank had 
responded quickly and innovatively to the global economic crisis lending at record levels over 
FY09 and FY10. Total lending in response to the crisis is projected to be $136 billion for the 
FY09-12 period. This unprecedented level of lending stretched IBRD’s capital adequacy beyond 
its long-term strategic capital adequacy range. 
 
The Bank undertook a range of measures to address tighter fiscal conditions, such as maintaining 
a flat administrative budget, introducing a 20 basis point pricing increase in the cost of 
borrowing in August 2009, and greater utilization of  existing capital, including seeking member 
country cooperation to use the national currency component of paid in capital.  
 
Throughout the year, there were a series of formal and informal discussions to help build 
consensus among member countries on the quantum of a GCI. Our office was heavily engaged 
with these discussions and they were presented to Governors at both the 2009 Annual Meetings 
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in Istanbul, and the 2010 Spring Meetings. Consensus was ultimately reached at the Spring 
Meetings, although a formal Governors vote is now required to bring the GCI into effect. This 
vote is with Capitals as this Report goes to publication. The original due date was September 10, 
2010 but this has been extended to 31 March 2011 as a result of the domestic legislative 
processes that many countries must fulfill before approving the vote. Bank management still 
encourages member countries to approve the resolutions as soon as possible. The expectation is 
that the votes will be agreed by the required majority of Governors. After the time that the vote is 
finalized, donor countries will have a certain period of time in which they are required to pay-in 
additional capital to the IBRD. 
 
The final GCI agreement has been for an increase of $58.4 billion. Combined with the Selective 
Capital Increase (SCI), associated with the Voice reforms described above, this increases the 
authorized capital of the IBRD to a total of $276.1 billion (an increase of $86.2 billion). 
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Operational Issues to Support Policy Changes 
 
Decentralization/Human Resources  
 
Our Executive Director is a formal member of the Human Resources Committee of the 
Executive Board.  In FY10, the WBG Human Resources Management continued to focus on 
improving recruiting and building needed capacity. This saw further work on career 
development, further attempts to improve performance management, and moving over time to a 
new global human resource framework.  
 
In an effort to effectively respond to the needs of the various clients, the WBG is currently 
developing models of Bank Group decentralization.  Management provided an initial assessment 
of three different decentralization options: (i) extending the current model; (ii) establishing 
Regional and Sub-regional Hubs; and (iii) establishing three new larger “Global Offices” in 
strategic locations. Our office, in conjunction with other Executive Directors, emphasized the 
need to deepen the analysis on the three options before taking substantial steps while raising the 
issue of sequencing with the other inter-related WBG internal reforms. The next update to the 
Board, in the fall of 2010, will report on the progress of the above work program, including 
IFC‘s decentralization status and plans. 
 
The East Asia Pacific Region of the World Bank Group is already the most decentralized with 
regional offices in Beijing, Bangkok and Sydney. There is also a significant and growing in-
country presence in the region, including a growing presence in smaller economies. Much of the 
decentralization challenge for the Bank is in Africa. The IFC is already a highly decentralized 
organization, with a main office in Hongkong. 
 
Integrity Vice Presidency 
 
The World Bank’s Integrity Vice Presidency (INT) is the division of the Bank that investigates 
allegations of fraud and corruption in Bank Group-financed operations, or involving Bank Group 
staff. Over FY10, INT has expanded its leadership role in the fight against corruption working 
not only within Bank operations worldwide but also by acting as a source of expertise and 
support to the anti-corruption efforts of all borrowers. Our office has had a strong engagement 
with INT through the role of our Executive Director, Dr. Hagan, as Vice-Chair of the Audit 
Committee.  
 
From the start of FY10, INT was designated as a full Vice Presidency as a result of the Volcker 
Panel recommendations. Leonard McCarthy, a lawyer and prosecutor who previously headed 
South Africa’s Directorate of Special Operations, became INT’s first Vice-President.  
 
During the past year, INT has worked to improve its processes for investigating fraud and 
corruption and to support the Bank’s anti-corruption agenda. The Voluntary Disclosure Program 
(VDP) is a relatively new tool the Bank has developed which encourages companies to adopt 
business practices that will contribute to a more competitive and healthy private sector in 
borrower countries. The past year has seen increasing use of the VDP and INT expects this to 
continue into the coming years.  
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Additional resources have been allocated to the Preventive Services Unit (PSU) which continues 
to provide advisory services on the assessment and mitigation of fraud and corruption risks to 
Task Teams, and to support sector reviews of integrity risks such as in the roads sector. INT has 
also introduced a new process to help leverage existing resources by referring low level instances 
of fraud to a company’s own senior management for investigation.  
 
In April, the MDBs signed an agreement to cross debar firms and individuals found to have 
engaged in wrongdoing in MDB-financed development projects. Under the new agreement, 
entities debarred by one MDB may be sanctioned for the same misconduct by other participating 
development banks.  The new accord which applies to debarments that exceed one year includes: 
the African Development Bank Group, the Asian Development Bank, the European Bank for 
Reconstruction and Development, the Inter-American Development Bank Group, and the World 
Bank Group. 
 
Internal Audit Department (IAD) 
 
Through the role of Dr. Hagan as Vice-Chairman of the Audit Committee, our office has 
maintained strong links with the IAD and we are supportive of their current work program. This 
year, IAD welcomed a new Auditor General, Clare Brady. IAD has continued its objective 
assurance role alongside its work on advisory services and Ms. Brady has brought a new focus 
and energy to IAD. We expect to see further changes over FY11 as the new work program is 
implemented. 
 
A key initiative for IAD has been the steps taken to modernize its audit methodology. One 
improvement has been a proposal to adopt a dual rating system to differentiate between 
institutional and operational issues utilizing issue level and engagement level definitions. This 
new approach will allow a clearer relationship between individual audit findings and the overall 
rating and will help Management prioritize their action plan.  
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Development Effectiveness 
 
IEG Results – Performance Report 
 
The Independent Evaluation Group (IEG) has produced its first World Bank Group-wide Results 
and Performance report, which replaced its Annual Review of Development Effectiveness. This 
report now looks at the World Bank, International Finance Corporation and the Multilateral 
Guarantee Agency together, rather than in separate reports as has been the case to date. It is part 
of a broader attempt to bring the various parts of IEG that examined the separate parts of the 
World Bank Group together and, in so doing, taking a more standardized approach to examining 
the World Bank Group.  
 
In the 2010 Results and Performance report, IEG found that recent activity at each part of the 
World Bank Group has been dominated by the global financial crisis, yet the response patterns 
were markedly different. New commitments at the World Bank more than doubled in FY09, 
exhibiting a strong counter-cyclical pattern in public sector support.  
 
While the World Bank responded vigorously to the financial crisis, IEG found that new 
investments at IFC followed a pro-cyclical pattern, with strategic prioritization of portfolio 
protection over the generation of new business, caused in part by resource constraints. New IFC 
business activity, which had more than doubled from 2005 to 2008 and had been expected to 
increase, fell by 18 percent in FY09.  
 
MIGA responded to the crisis by adopting the financial sector initiative in March 2009, focusing 
on supporting financial institutions in the Eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union, resulting 
in an expansion of MIGA's already significant exposure to the financial sector. IEG wondered 
whether the sharp contraction in activity at the World Bank and the vigorous resumption of 
growth at IFC that took place after the Asian crisis would occur again. 
 
On results, IEG found that project performance, as measured against stated objectives, declined 
somewhat among projects exiting the World Bank portfolio in the past three years, although 
outcomes remain higher than a decade ago. Current performance has fallen relative to long-term 
trends in areas such as health, nutrition, and population, and even in transport. The performance 
of World Bank infrastructure projects exiting the portfolio remained better than other sectors; 
outcomes of the recent expansion of infrastructure projects are awaited. Project rating declines 
relative to long-term trends are reflected in both development policy loans and investment 
lending. At IFC, project performance measured against market-based benchmarks was stable.  
 
The focus on IDA countries has increased over the last decade at the World Bank and IFC, and 
that focus was not lost during the crisis. In dollar terms, this represented an eightfold increase at 
IFC from FY02 to $2.8 billion in 2008. There was a further 25 percent rise in 2009, supporting 
one of IFC’s five strategic pillars of “strengthening the focus on frontier markets (IDA countries, 
fragile and conflict-affected situations, and frontier regions in middle-income countries).” IFC’s 
rapidly growing trade finance facility is an increasing source of IFC commitments to IDA 
countries. In addition, since 2006, IFC has contributed $1.5 billion to IDA. 
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IDA countries’ shares in Bank lending which have trended upward over the past decade, 
inevitably decline in periods of crisis. This partially reflects differences in IBRD and IDA 
funding modalities and the relative ease with which IBRD can be scaled up. It also reflects the 
greater vulnerability of middle-income countries to contagion through capital movements at a 
time of crisis. Yet in dollar terms, commitments to IDA countries have increased by a third in 
FY09 alone compared to the pre-crisis years FY06-08 more than the 25 percent increase of IDA 
lending following the previous crisis. 
 
However, while both the Bank and IFC had an increase in the share of lending to IDA countries 
overall, relative outcomes of projects in fragile states at the World Bank have deteriorated. The 
difference in Bank outcome ratings in fragile states as compared with overall Bank ratings has 
widened, from being almost the same in 2006 (80 percent, compared with 83 percent for all Bank 
projects closing that year) to being well below the overall average in 2008 and 2009 (at 73 
percent compared to 78 percent Bank-wide in 2008, and 57 percent compared to 76 percent in 
2009). 
 
The World Bank has decided to discontinue its Annual Review of Portfolio Performance. The 
Bank will instead produce a Results Report in the near future.   
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           ANNEX 1 
CONSTITUENCY COUNTRY DEVELOPMENTS 

 
Bank Group country strategy and operations approved as well as major economic work produced by 
the Bank Group for our constituency developing countries in FY10 are listed below. 

 
 

Country/Document/Project Name 
 

Agency 
Amount 

(millions) 
Date of 

Approval 
 

Cambodia    
♦ Smallholder Agriculture and Social Protection Support Operation 
Program complements the Royal Government of Cambodia's efforts to 
address weaknesses in smallholder agricultural production and social 
protection systems which have come to light during the food price crisis. 
 

IDA 5.0 07/09/10 

♦ Joint Bank-Fund Debt Sustainability Analysis 2009 presents the joint 
World Bank-IMF Debt Sustainability Analysis (DSA) for Cambodia using 
the Debt Sustainability Framework (DSF) for Low-Income Countries. It 
shows that external debt burden indicators do not breach the relevant policy- 
dependent indicative thresholds under the baseline scenario. However, the 
debt level is sensitive to a number of standard bound tests. There are 
considerable downside risks to the baseline scenario, given a continued 
building of external pressures in the face of weak export performance and an 
expansionary fiscal stance, with possible reserve losses over the medium 
term. An assessment of the impact of temporary but continued expansionary 
fiscal stance reinforces the importance of fiscal adjustment for external debt 
sustainability. The results show Cambodia faces a moderate risk of debt 
distress. 
 

Debt  
Analysis 

      n/a 11/18/09 

Mongolia    
♦ Index-Based Livestock Insurance Project Additional Financing will 
help finance the costs associated with scaling up the project from four 
provinces (aimags) up to an additional 17, depending on availability of 
funds. The performance of the parent project has been satisfactory and has 
sufficiently demonstrated that a phased scale up is now appropriate to further 
test viability on a larger scale. 
 

IDA 10.0 02/23/10 

♦ Energy Sector Additional Financing will reduce losses and improve the 
reliability and financial sustainability of electricity distribution companies. 
The additional credit will help fund urgently needed investments to help 
avert disruptions in supply of electricity to residents of Ulaanbaatar by 
renovating existing equipment and upgrading portions of the electricity 
distribution network. 
 

IDA 12.0 03/25/10 

♦ Investment in XacBank LLC will extend a 7-year subordinated loan of 
$5 million to help the Bank strengthen its tier-II capital and enable it to 
achieve its loan growth targets over the next three years. XacBank was 
established in October 2001 and has been an existing IFC client since 2002.  
The Bank seeks to aggressively grow its Small & Medium Enterprise (SME) 
lending business over the next three years, and is thus in need of additional 
capital to make this possible. 
 

IFC 5.0 06/25/10 
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♦ Multi-Sectoral Technical Assistance Project will support Mongolia’s 
efforts to enhance its capacity for policy making, regulation and 
implementation in the fiscal, social, and financial sectors. The project will 
provide four components as follows:  (a) enhancing capacity for fiscal 
management; (b) supporting the Government's efforts to better protect the 
poor; (c) enhancing the capacity of the Bank of Mongolia for maintaining 
financial sector stability; and (d) strengthening project management. 
 

IDA 7.2 06/28/10 

♦ Joint Bank-Fund Debt Sustainability Analysis 2010 shows that 
Mongolia is at low risk of external debt distress. After rising significantly 
over the period 2009-10, as the government has been receiving front-loaded 
foreign financing to recover from major terms of trade shock, the debt 
outlook is expected to recover and improve over the medium term. Although 
the public DSA suggests that in light of the signing of the Oyu Tolgoi 
mining agreement domestic debt will rise in the medium term, it does not 
lead to a different sustainability assessment. 
 

 
Debt 

Analysis      

 
n/a 

05/07/10 

♦ Financial Sector Assessment.  This assessment was conducted under the 
joint International Monetary Fund and World Bank financial sector 
assessment program. Though the Mongolian financial system has grown 
rapidly in the past few years (except 2008), it continues to remain relatively 
small and simple. The non-bank financial institutions, including the savings 
and credit cooperatives), are generally small and underdeveloped. In the few 
years leading up to mid-2008, key financial soundness indicators of the 
banking system appeared to be stable, even though the system continued to 
face a number of challenges. The global developments and financial crisis in 
several countries in the second half of 2008 dramatically impacted the 
Mongolian macro-economic balance and the banking sector in particular. By 
late 2008, there was a loss of confidence in the banking system. As the 
exchange rate depreciated, several banks experienced liquidity shortages and 
showed signs of stress. The Government is taking important steps to restore 
confidence in the banking system and to develop its capacity to address 
future problems. Several international financial institutions have been 
working with the Government and the Bank of Mongolia) on programs to 
support reform of the banking sector.  
 

Economic 
Sector 
Work    

n/a 08/07/09 

Papua New Guinea    
♦ Investment in Digicel (PNG) Limited consists of the expansion of 
Digicel (PNG) Limited’s current GSM cellular telephone network in Papua 
New Guinea, where it was granted a mobile license in 2007.  This expansion 
project will continue to drive competition in a relatively low penetration 
market and provide cellular telephone services to areas that currently have 
no mobile, fixed or internet services. 
 

IFC 80.0 09/17/09 

♦ Investment in K.K. Kingston Holdings Limited consists of supporting 
the Company’s capital expenditures program over the next two years and the 
restructuring plan of its equity base.  The capital expenditures program 
includes (a) refurbishing existing plants and equipment to support the 
growth of the Company; (b) replacing existing motor vehicles; and (c) fitting 
out the new Port Moresby premise. 
 

IFC 4.0 12/18/09 

♦ Productive Partnerships in Agriculture will improve the livelihoods of 
smallholder cocoa and coffee producers through the improvement of the 
performance and the sustainability of value chains in cocoa- and coffee-
producing areas. This would be achieved through strengthening industry 

IDA 25.0 04/29/10 
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coordination and institutions, facilitating linkages between smallholder 
farmers and agribusiness for the provision of market access, technologies 
and services, and through the provision of critical market access 
infrastructure. 
 
    
♦ Investment in Bank South Pacific Debt and Equity Financing will 
enable the largest Bank in Papua New Guinea to position itself as a 
significant regional player by strengthening its existing operations in the 
country and expanding its presence in the neighboring Pacific islands.  The 
project consists of: (a) an equity investment of up to 10%; and (b) a senior 
loan of up to $30 million for on-lending to small and medium enterprises 
across the Pacific region. 
 

IFC 30.0 
 

05/13/10 

♦ Country Assistance Strategy Progress Report assesses implementation 
of the Bank's FY08-11 Country Assistance Strategy (CAS) at mid-term. The 
program presented in the CAS was a menu of possible assistance activities 
of interest to Government which allowed flexibility to focus on issues and 
areas where Bank Group assistance holds the most promise. The first two 
years of CAS implementation, therefore, have been a disciplined process of 
selectively prioritizing this menu with the Government of Papua New 
Guinea (GoPNG) and key stakeholders, with strong consideration given to 
building counterpart relationships and candidly assessing comparative 
advantage vis-à-vis other development partners. This flexibility, so essential 
to the process of rebuilding relations with Government and re-launching an 
active portfolio of projects, necessarily required choices and trade-offs 
during the first two years of CAS implementation. 
 

IBRD/ 
IDA/IFC 

n/a 04/02/10 

Samoa    
♦ Health Sector Management Program Support Project Additional 
Financing will fill a critical gap in the original project's financing, arising 
from the reallocation of existing project resources to meet the health sector's 
needs in the aftermath of the recent tsunami in Samoa. The additional 
financing will compensate the resources which were directed towards 
meeting urgent needs, in order to ensure that the original project remains on 
track and the project development objectives are attainable. The 
development objective of the project is to improve the country's 
effectiveness in managing and implementing the Program based on the use 
of results from sector performance monitoring. 
 

IDA 3.0 05/04/10 

♦ Economic Crisis Recovery Support Credit aims to support the 
Government’s efforts to counter the impacts of the global economic crisis 
that have been exacerbated by the tsunami, and facilitate medium term 
recovery.  Even in these challenging circumstances, the Government has 
stayed broadly on-track with its reform agenda, largely articulated in the 
Strategy for the Development of Samoa.  The policy actions included in this 
operation will help maintain the reform. 
 

IDA 20.0 05/12/10 

♦ Joint Bank-Fund Debt Sustainability Analysis 2010.  Based on the 
DSF for Low Income Countries A, Samoa remains at low risk of debt 
distress. The overall assessment of debt distress is not substantively different 
from the last joint DSA. Samoa’s external and public sector debt remains 
sustainable even after significant borrowing to finance post-tsunami 
reconstruction. The present value of external debt to Gross Domestic 
Product (GDP) is projected to peak at 40 percent under the baseline scenario. 

Debt 
Analysis       

n/a 05/10/10 
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This leaves a cushion relative to the policy-dependent threshold of 50 
percent for Samoa to absorb future shocks. Large worker remittance flows 
equivalent to 25 percent of GDP provide a further cushion. However, it will 
remain important for Samoa to continue seeking concessional financing. 
Borrowing on non-concessional terms to finance reconstruction would 
significantly eat into the borrowing cushion. 
 
Solomon Islands    
♦ Investment in Gold Ridge Mining Limited (GRML) will rehabilitate 
and replace existing equipment and redevelop the mine area with a view to 
restarting production by fourth quarter 2010.  At full production GRML is 
expected to produce an average of 124,000 oz of gold annually.  The 
projected mine life, based on current reserve estimates is just under eight 
years, with potential to extend mine life to 12-15 years and beyond. The 
Gold Ridge mine area consists of four adjacent deposits together with a 
crusher, mill and processing plant located 27 km by road from Honiara, the 
capital of the Solomon Islands. 
 

IFC 134.0 9/3/09 

♦ Telecommunications and ICT Development Project aims to facilitate 
increased access to a wide variety of reliable and affordable 
telecommunications services for the majority of the Solomon Islands 
population through efficient and well-regulated competition.  The project 
will support the development of a new regulatory institution - the 
Telecommunications Commission - designed to promote good governance in 
the sector. Further, through support for enabling infrastructure, the project 
will pave the way for more widespread application of information 
communication technologies supporting economic and social development, 
including greater opportunities for women. 

IDA 3.25 04/06/10 

♦ Rapid Employment Project will help finance a rapid and targeted labor-
based public works project for vulnerable populations in and around the 
capital city of Honiara. The proposed support would serve to mitigate the 
impact of Solomon Islands Government austerity measures on the possible 
re-emergence of social unrest and instability by increasing employment 
opportunities for marginal groups (particularly youth and women) and 
improving access to key services in poorer communities where violence had 
been previously focused. 
 

IDA 3.2 05/18/10 

♦ Interim Strategy Note.  An 18-month Interim Strategy Note (ISN) 
presents the World Bank Group’s engagement in Solomon Islands for FY10-
11. This is a joint IDA and IFC strategy note, developed in recognition of 
the critical and complementary roles of the private and public sector in 
supporting Solomon Islands efforts to move towards durable stability and 
economic growth. The strategic goals of the ISN are addressing 
surmountable barriers to growth, enhancing benefits of global and regional 
engagement, and supporting improved public administration and 
management.  
 

IDA/IFC n/a 03/22/10 

Vanuatu    
♦ Investment in BRED Vanuatu Limited (BVL) is congruent with the 
WBG’s strategy given that it would promote job creation and help reduce 
costs of doing business by promoting competition in banking sector. The 
project will: (a) help promote economic development; (b) promote the 
development of banking sector; and (c) mitigate potential political risk. 
 

IFC 4.0 11/24/09 
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   ANNEX 2 
WBG-FINANCED PROJECTS TO JUNE 30, 2010 

Fiscal 
Year 

2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 
 

GRAND 
TOTALS 

 No of 
Projects 

Total 
$ M 

No of 
Project 

Total 
$ M 

No of 
Project

s 

Total 
$ M 

No of 
Project

s 

Total 
$ M 

No of 
Project

s 

Total 
$ M 

No of 
Project

s 

Total 
$ M 

IDA - INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION  

Cambodia - - - - 4 68.8 1 20.0 1  5.0 6 93.8 

Kiribati - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Marshall 
Islands. 

- - - - - - - - - - - - 

Micronesia  - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Mongolia - - 1 16.5 3 32.8 2 42.0 3 29.2 9 120.5 

Palau  - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Papua New 
Guinea 

- - 1 27.5 1 17.0 - - 2 25.5 4 84.5 

Samoa - - 1 2.7 1 3.0 - - 2   23.0 4 28.7 

Solomon 
Islands 

- - - - - - - - 3   6.5 3 6.5 

Vanuatu - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Total - - 3 46.7 9 121.6 3 62 11 89.2 26 319.5 

IFC – INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION  

Year 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 GRAND 
TOTALS 

 No of 
Projects 

Total 
$ M 

No of 
Project

s 

Total 
$ M 

No of 
Project

s 

Total 
$ M 

No of 
Project

s 

Total 
$ M 

No of 
Project

s 

Total 
$ M 

No of 
Project

s 

Total 
$ M 

Cambodia - - 1 17.5 - - 1 2.0 - - 2 19.5 

Kiribati - - - - - - 1 1.79 - - 1 1.79 

Marshall 
Islands 

- - - - - - - - - - - - 

Micronesia  - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Mongolia - - 3 35.0 1 67.0 - - 1 5.0 5 107.0 

Palau  - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Papua New 
Guinea 

- - 1 40.0 - - - - 4 114.0 5 154.0 

Samoa - - 1 10.4 - - 1 10.46 - - 2 10.46 

Solomon 
Islands 

- - - - - - - - 2 134.0 2 134.0 

Vanuatu - - - - - - - - 1 4.0 1 4.0 

Total - - 6 102.9 1 67.0 3 14.25 8 257.0 18 430.75 
 
*Grand Total: IDA Credits/Grants and IFC Loans $750.25 million. All figures rounded 
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  ANNEX 3 
 

GOVERNORS’ RESOLUTIONS 
 
# RESOLUTION TITLE DATE 

 
IBRD   

599 
Transfer from Surplus to Replenish the Trust Fund for Gaza and West 
Bank 
 

July 10, 2009 

600 

Forthcoming Annual Meetings of the Boards of Governors of The World 
Bank Group and the International Monetary Fund - 2010 and 2011 Annual 
Meetings in Washington, D.C. 
 

September 28, 2009 

601 
Forthcoming Annual Meetings of the Boards of Governors of The World 
Bank Group and the International Monetary Fund - 2012 Annual Meetings 
 

September 28, 2009 

602 Financial Statements, Accountants' Report and Administrative Budget 
 October 7, 2009 

603 Allocation of FY09 Net Income 
 October 7, 2009 

604 Resolution of Appreciation 
 October 7, 2009 

605 Membership of Tuvalu 
 May 3, 2010 

IDA   
222 Financial Statements, Accountants' Report and Administrative Budget 

 
October 7, 2009 

223 
 
Resolution of Appreciation 
 

October 7, 2009 

224 
Amendment to Resolution No. 211 - Additions to Resources: Financing the 
Multilateral Debt Relief Initiative 
 

March 1, 2010 

225 Membership of Tuvalu 
 May 3, 2010 

IFC   
250 Financial Statements, Accountants' Report, Administrative Budget and 

Designations of Retained Earnings 
 

October 7, 2009 

251 Resolution of Appreciation 
 

October 7, 2009 

MIGA   
84 Financial Statements and the Report of the Independent Accountants 

 October 7, 2009 

85 Resolution of Appreciation 
 October 7, 2009 

 
* While most Constituency members are quick to respond to a request for a vote from Governors, our office continues to be 
concerned about a number of Constituency members who have difficulty in returning their vote and / or do not take the 
opportunity to vote 
 
.    
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  ANNEX 5 
 

COMMUNICATIONS: NEWSLETTER – ANNUAL REPORT – WEBSITE 
 

 
Month 

(beginning July 2009) 
 

 
Constituency Newsletters/ 

Information Notes 

 
Reports to Capitals/ 

Other briefings 
 

July - x 

August - x 

September - x 

October - x 

November - x 

December x x x x 

January - x x 

February - - 

March x x x x 

April x x x x x x 

May x x x x x x 

June - - 

TOTAL 7 20 
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          ANNEX 6 
CONSULTATIONS WITH CONSTITUENTS IN FY10 
 
 Annual 

Meeting 
Istanbul 

Spring 
Meeting 

DC 

Country Visits 
FY10  

(Dates) 

ADB 
Annual Meeting 

Tashkent 

Visit UN Rep./ 
Embassy 
Officials 

Australia x x February ‘10  
March 

 

Cambodia x  
August ‘09 

February ‘10 
June ‘10 

x March 

Kiribati   March ‘10 x 
 

 

Korea x x 

July ‘09 
October ‘09 

November ‘09 
June ‘10 

 March 

Marshall 
Islands x  June ‘10 x  

Micronesia x  
 

June ‘10 
 

  

Mongolia x x 
November ‘10 

June ’10  
x  

New Zealand x x 
 

February ‘10 x  

Palau x  
 

July ‘09   

Papua New 
Guinea   September ‘09 x  

Samoa x  July ‘09 
December ‘09 x  

Solomon 
Islands x   x September 

Tuvalu*    
 

x 
 

 

Vanuatu x 

Vanuatu 
Ambassador 

attended 
Spring 

Meetings and 
Spoke in Bali 

Dialogue 

July ‘09 
June ‘10 x September 

 
*Tuvalu joined Bank in June 2010. Constituency has informal responsibility for Tuvalu until October 2010, when formal 
constituency membership will be decided.  
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                                                                                                                                     ANNEX 7    
                                                                                                                                                             

VISITS BY OFFICIAL COUNTRY DELEGATIONS AND NGO’s 
 

Month Official Delegations NGO Meetings 

 
July Nick Sherry, Australia 

Mike Callaghan, Australia 

Je Yoon Shin, Deputy Minister, MOSF 

Results Australia; 
Oxfam Australia; 
Bank Information 
Centre,  The NGO 
Forum on Cambodia 
[need timing on these] 

August  

 

R. McMullan, 
Parliamentary Sec for 
Int’l Development, 
Australia 

September  Jane Coombs, NZ Dep COM 
Geoff Francis, Australia 

Man Soo Kang, Chairman, Presidential Council on National 
Competitiveness, Korea   

Moon Kyu Bang, Director General, Ministry of Agriculture, Korea 

 

November Sue Lancaster, NZAID 
Chris Tinning, AusAID 
Davaasuren, Mongolia Deputy Mission chief, Embassy to US, Mongolia  

Yong Bum Kim, Director General, Presidential Committee for the G20 
Summit, Korea 

 

December Chang Yong Rhee, Secretary General, Presidential Committee for the 
G20 Summit, Korea 

BBL w/ Premier of 
Victoria 

January Amb Paki, Papua New Guinea 

Chang Yong Rhee, Secretary General, Presidential Committee for the 
G20 Summit, Korea 

 

February Young Wook Jin, President,  Investment Corporation, Korea  

March Peter Baxter, AusAID 

Dong Soo Kim, President, Korea Export Import Bank 

Parliamentary Group, Mongolia 

 

April Neil Hyden, Treasury 

Je Yoon Shin, Deputy Minister, MOSF, Korea 

Kwang Woo Jung, President, National Pension Service, Korea 

Yong Bum Kim, Director General, Presidential Committee for the G20 
Summit, Korea 

Selson Garcia, BIC 
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May Jae Oh Lee, Chairman, Korea Anti-Corruption and Civil Rights 
Commission, Korea 

Dong Soo Jin, Chairman, Financial Service Committee, Korea 

Jong Chang Kim, Chairman, Financial Supervisory Service, Korea 

 

June Il Sagong, Chairman, Presidential Committee for the G20 Summit, Korea 

Chang Yong Rhee, Secretary General, Presidential Committee for the 
G20 Summit, Korea 

Je Yoon Shin, Deputy Minister, MOSF, Korea  

Hyung Hwan Joo, Director General, MOSF, Korea 

 

 



 

The World Bank 
Office of the Executive Director for Australia, Cambodia , Kiribati, Korea, Marshall Islands, 
Micronesia, Mongolia, New Zealand, Palau, Papua New Guinea, Samoa, Solomon Islands, Vanuatu 
Web site:  www.worldbank.org/eds09 
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